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Personal author: Alderson, Kaia
Title: Sisters in arms : a novel of the daring Black women who served during World War II

Personal author: Brown, Sandra.
Title: Blind Tiger [Large Print].

Personal author: Brown, Sandra
Title: Blind tiger

Personal author: Burke, James Lee
Title: Another kind of Eden

Personal author: Chiaverini, Jennifer
Title: The women's march : a novel of the 1913 woman suffrage procession

Personal author: Coulter, Catherine
Title: Vortex : an FBI thriller

Personal author: Gaynor, Hazel
Title: Three words for goodbye : a novel

Personal author: Hamilton, Laurell K.
Title: A terrible fall of angels

Personal author: Hawkins, Paula
Title: A slow fire burning

Personal author: Jones, Sandie
Title: The guilt trip

Personal author: Joshi, Alka
Title: The henna artist

Personal author: Joshi, Alka
Title: The secret keeper of Jaipur

Personal author: King, Stephen
Title: Billy Summers : a novel

Personal author: Kleypas, Lisa
Title: Devil in disguise : the Ravenels meet the Wallflowers
Personal author: Krueger, William Kent
Title: Lightning Strike : A Novel.

Personal author: Patterson, James
Title: The Noise

Personal author: Penny, Louise
Title: The madness of crowds

Personal author: Preston, Douglas
Title: Bloodless

Personal author: Ray, Eleanor
Title: The missing treasures of Amy Ashton

Personal author: Sarah, Duchess of York
Title: Her heart for a compass : a novel

Personal author: Schaffert, Timothy
Title: The perfume thief

Personal author: Steel, Danielle.
Title: Complications : a novel

Personal author: Steel, Danielle
Title: Complications [Large Print]: a novel

Personal author: Stevens, Chevy
Title: Dark roads

Personal author: Woods, Stuart
Title: Class act